
Exercise: Visualising your ideas
Paper is something graphic designers take for granted. For this exercise you will explore
some of the different ways you can fold paper to make a leaflet.
You have been asked to design a leaflet for an organisation, inviting people to 
volunteer for a task. (You can choose the task for example, school governor, fundraising
or building a community garden). In addition to a title the information has been broken
down into four chunks each of about 120 words. You will also need to leave space for
contact and address details.
Working with a sheet of A4 paper or larger if you
prefer, and ignoring the actual words and subheadings,
explore the different formats for leaflets
that are possible. Consider and experiment with
options for final size and types of paper as part of
your visualisation.
The organisers are particularly interested in trying to
attract new people. Your job is to find a way to
make people want to pick up the leaflet. Be
creative and playful in developing a range of
ideas. Will the leaflets be put in racks? Will they
be handed out or sent in the post? You will need
to do some research to see how other people
have solved similar problems.
As you try different folds write on each new
page what is going on it and which way up it
will be. Choose a combination of different ways
to visualise your thinking, such as mounting or
photographing your mock-ups and prototypes,
presenting thumbnails or drawing your ideas.
In your learning log describe how you found
turning ideas into visuals. Did you discover
anything unexpected?
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A quick explanation of the different types of folded leaflets available
Posted 7th February 2017

Folded leaflets can be folded in a variety of different ways, in fact they’re so versatile that number of possibilities can be overwhelming. 
From gate folds for mailing to concertina folds for menus, whatever type of business you have, there’s a type of folded leaflet for you. 
Restaurants, cafes, financial service providers, estate agents - you name it and folded leaflets will feature in their marketing strategy 
somewhere. They don’t just hold virtually endless creative possibilities either, practically there are lots of advantages to the various types 
of fold, each suitable for a specific marketing message or promotional purpose.
We’ve taken a look at some of the most popular types of folded leaflets and explained what it means and given a few top tips on how to 
use them.
Single fold
This is the simplest type of fold, where the sheet is folded once in the middle. For example, taking an A4 sheet and folding in half you will 
end up with an A5 folded leaflet. For this reason, it is often called a half fold.

From <https://www.swallowtailprint.co.uk/news/articles/post/142-types-of-folded-leaflets> 

From <https://www.swallowtailprint.co.uk/news/articles/post/142-types-of-folded-leaflets> 

Roll fold
This type of fold is where each page folds in on itself. It is typically used to produce a trifold leaflet such as a one third A4 leaflet or a DL 
leaflet. This is where an A4 sheet is folded it to three sections, the right-hand page is folded inwards and then folded in again. If a roll 
leaflet has more than six pages you simply continue folding each page inwards. As each page has to be progressively smaller than the 
previous, it best to check with your printer for their specifications.
Z-fold (Concertina)
A concertina folded leaflet (also known as zig-zag folding or z-fold) looks a lot like an accordion, especially when it has more than 6 pages 
and depending on its size it can have up to twelve pages. Each page will be the same size and the leaflet will open out to one long 
document, this can allow information to run from one page on to the next.

From <https://www.swallowtailprint.co.uk/news/articles/post/142-types-of-folded-leaflets> 

From <https://www.swallowtailprint.co.uk/news/articles/post/142-types-of-folded-leaflets> 

Gate fold
This type of leaflet will typically have two parallel folds, the left and the right-hand pages are folded inwards so that they meet in the 
middle. It looks similar to two gates opening outwards and it reveals the larger panel underneath. A gate fold leaflet can be any size but its 
final size will be half the original sheet size.

Cross fold
A map is an example of a cross folded leaflet. It allows a large printed sheet to be reduced in size just by folding it down several times. 
There are a number of ways to do this but normally the sheet will be folded in half and then folded again one or more times. A sheet 
folded in to quarters is known as a French fold.
It would be impossible to show all the variations and it is better to speak to your printer and get their advice on the best option for your 
design. They will also be able to recommend a suitable weight of paper
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How to fold a brochure or flyer
There are many ways a printed piece of paper can be folded. Below is a list of the most common ways in which 

brochures, leaflets, pamphlets or folders that are printed on a single page can be folded.

Half fold○

One fold – 4 panels •

Tri-fold○

Z fold○

Gate fold○

French fold○

Two folds – 6 panels •

Double gate fold○

Double parallel fold○

Roll fold○

Accordion fold○

Three folds – 8 panels •

Once folded, each side or section of the printed piece is called a panel. The names of the folding schemes are not 

standardized, the list below shows the most common naming convention.

The recommendations on this page are fairly general: if you are a designer it is best to consult with your printer 

before designing a folded document. Many printing companies offer downloadable templates on their website.

Half fold or single fold
As the name implies, simply fold the page in half. Sometimes this is also called a gatefold, for example in the music 

industry where vinyl LP albums were often packaged in a gatefold cover.

The front cover (1) is the right panel of the first page and the back cover (2) is the left panel of the first page. Both 

panels have the same width.

From <https://www.prepressure.com/finishing/how-to-fold-a-brochure> 

Tri-fold or letter fold
Trifolds are commonly used for marketing events, services or products. The panels fold in on each other to form the 

finished size. The three panels do not have the same width since you need to compensate for the thickness of the 

paper in the fold and tolerances of the folding machine. For an 8.5″ x 11″ tri-fold brochure or pamphlet, one approach is 

to make part 3 which folds to the inside 3.625″ wide while the 2 other panels are 3.688″ wide. Some printers recommend 

making panel 2 a bit less wide than panel 1. For users of the metric system, for example, an A4 page which is 297mm wide is 

often folded like this: panel 3 is 98 mm wide, panel 2 measures 99 mm and the front panel 1 is 100 mm wide.

You can use the guides in an application like InDesign to visualize this during the design of the document. Keep in 

mind that panel 2 is the back cover. The user first sees the front cover (panel 1) and then upon opening panel 3 so 

these two panels should have a matching or consistent style.

Z-fold
This is a 6-panel accordion fold. Each fold opens in the opposite direction to its neighbor, giving a pleated or 

concertina effect. All the panels have the same width.

Gate fold or window fold
With a gatefold the two outside panels 1 and 3 each fold towards the middle. They are slightly smaller than half of the 

sheet. For a 17” x 11” sheet, for example, panels 1 and 3 are 4.21875” wide while panel 2 is 8.5625” wide. For an A5 

open size (210 x 148 mm) folded to an A6, panels 1 and 3 are 52 mm wide and panel 2 is 105 mm wide.

From <https://www.prepressure.com/finishing/how-to-fold-a-brochure> 

Double gate fold
This is a gatefold that is folded in two. Consult with the printer if you want to line up images that must go over the 

inside panels (1 and 4 in the example below).

Double parallel fold
Paper is folded in half and then half again. The inside panels are slightly smaller than the outside panels.

From <https://www.prepressure.com/finishing/how -to-fold-a-brochure> 

French fold or right angle fold or quarter fold
This is a combination of two half folds – The page is first folded in half horizontally and then again vertically. This folding 

scheme is commonly used for cards and typically has printing on only one side.

#2 AIDA: Attention, Interest, Desire, Action
AIDA is a popular acronym used in marketing that describes a common list of events that should 
occur when a someone engages with effective marketing material. It is definitely worth bearing in 
mind when getting together headlines, body text & imagery for a leaflet.
A – Attention (Awareness):
which implies you need to attract the attention of your audience. What will appeal to them?
I – Interest:
to raise customer interest by focusing on and demonstrating advantages and benefits, in addition to 
features.
D – Desire:
convince your audience that what you are offering is of interest to them and they should keep your 
leaflet.
A – Action:
lead customers towards taking action and doing something. So make sure your leaflet follows the 
AIDA formula!

From <https://reactivedesign.co.uk/top -10-must-read-leaflet-flyer-design-tips/> 

#3. Making a good first impression…

Firstly, we’ve got to understand that there is a lot of marketing stuff out there bombarding 

us and competing for our attention on daily basis, and for a lot of clients their leaflets are 

displayed alongside other leaflets. There’s a lot of competition in promoting something 

these days and it’s therefore imperative that you make a good first impression with your 

leaflet. What’s more, in todays time-poor world – you’ve only got around 2 seconds to make 

that First Impression a positive one and capture the viewers attention. Remember your don’t get 

a second chance to make a first impression! To make a good first impression – there are 2 facets 

of it – design quality & grabbing attention with a good headline and/or hero image, and you need 

to use combine to good effect. The next 2 items show you how.

From <https://reactivedesign.co.uk/top -10-must-read-leaflet-flyer-design-tips/> 

#1. Your leaflet is only as good as your creative 

brief
Every good leaflet starts with a well thought out brief that details the objectives the leaflet needs to 
achieve. This brief should cover essential areas like;

What do you want to achieve with your leaflet? What is the point of it?•

Audience – who will your leaflet be aimed at?•

How best can you describe and show off your business or service in the best possible way 

that will appeal to your audience? What will make your audience pick up and take notice of 

your leaflet?

•

What is your USP? What will make someone take notice of what you are offering and want to 

choose you over competitors?

•

What do you want your leaflet viewer to do? What will be the main Call To Actions so that it’s 

clear how your audience can take things further? Visit a website/specific web -page? Call you? 

Visit you?

•

Where will you display or distribute you leaflets? This will inform the best size and paper 

weight and how many you will need.

•

What size leaflet will best fit your needs? In the Uk popular leaflet sizes are A5, A6, A4, 

DL etc

•

Answering all these questions will enable the design, text content & selected imagery to work 
towards a common goal – and getting the results you need.

From <https://reactivedesign.co.uk/top -10-must-read-leaflet-flyer-design-tips/> 

Choose the best method of flyer 
and leaflet distribution
Typically, there are six different methods of flyer and leaflet distribution. Your leaflet can be handed 
out in person (hand to hand distribution) or delivered through the letterboxes of houses and flats in 
your targeted neighbourhoods. Letterbox distribution, also known as a doordrop, is how most 
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From <https://www.prepressure.com/finishing/how -to-fold-a-brochure> 

French fold or right angle fold or quarter fold
This is a combination of two half folds – The page is first folded in half horizontally and then again vertically. This folding 

scheme is commonly used for cards and typically has printing on only one side.

Roll fold or barrel fold or over -and-over
The paper is folded so that the panels roll in on each other, like a spiral. Panel 1 and 2 have the same size but then 

each subsequent panel gets a little smaller so that they can fit inside each other. For example: for an open 11” x 17” 

document panel 1 and 2 are 4.3125” wide, panel 3 is 4,21875” wide and panel 4 4.15625”.

Accordion fold or zig-zag fold or fan fold
Each fold opens in the opposite direction to its neighbor, giving a pleated or concertina effect. Usually the panels 

have the same width although there are printers that recommend making the front cover panel slightly wider. This 

folding style cannot be machine inserted into envelopes.

From <https://www.prepressure.com/finishing/how -to-fold-a-brochure> 

‘Fold of the week’ is a series of videos in which Trish Witkowski shares folding samples and production 
tips. In the video below a wrapped waterfall booklet is discussed. There are nearly 400 other videos 
about folded brochures, leaflets, cards, maps and other products in the Foldfactory YouTube channel .

From <https://www.prepressure.com/finishing/how -to-fold-a-brochure> 

Exotic folds

Tri-Fold with Tucked Cover 

Tulip 

Twist 

From <https://www.foldfactory.com/shop/super-cool-folds> 

https://www.foldfactory.com/shop/super-cool-folds#cp=1&cph=8762

Tips for picking up leaflets

Choose the best method of flyer 
and leaflet distribution
Typically, there are six different methods of flyer and leaflet distribution. Your leaflet can be handed 
out in person (hand to hand distribution) or delivered through the letterboxes of houses and flats in 
your targeted neighbourhoods. Letterbox distribution, also known as a doordrop, is how most 
businesses and organisations prefer to distribute their flyers and leaflets, especially local restaurants 
and takeaways, hair salons, gyms, estate agents, charities and political parties.

The leaflet is either on its own (often referred to as solo distribution or solus distribution), 
inserted inside a magazine or newspaper, or delivered with a group of other leaflets from non-
competing businesses (generally known as multi drop distribution). This is a cheaper option. 
However, this has the disadvantage of lessening the initial effectiveness of your flyer or leaflet, as it 
will be battling against the rest for your recipient’s attention.

Similar to this, you can have business to business distribution, whereby your leaflets will be 
distributed to suitable businesses rather than homes in your designated areas. Another form of 
business to business distribution is where a business has a display or stand situated on their 
premises that holds flyers and leaflets for their customers and passers-by to pick up.

The sixth, and most expensive, option is to distribute your flyers or leaflets by direct mail. This is the 
best method of distribution if you would like to include any promotional merchandise with your flyer, 
or want to target your own mailing list of customers or volunteers.

From <https://promotional-gifts.com/how-to-distribute-your-flyers-and-leaflets/> 

So you have your beautiful design for your flyers, but what paper type A guide to types of paper
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Possible imagery 
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So you have your beautiful design for your flyers, but what paper type 

should you print it on? Sometimes this can be a difficult choice to make, as 

there are so many types, sizes and finishes for flyers! In this article, we’ll 

explain all the available types, sizes and finishes, as well as provide you 

with a way to decide which paper type fits your flyer best.

Grammage

Paper exists in varying grades of thickness, which is called grammage. But 

how exactly does that work? The amount of grams is measured 

per square meter and is indicated as gsm. A paper type of 135 gsm has the 

same thickness whether your flyer is an A4 or an A7 size. To give you a 

good idea of the grammage which fits your flyer best, we have some 

examples of popular choices below.

Ideal for advertising

A 135 gsm flyer is especially convenient for distribution. They’re very 

lightweight, but still 1.5 x the thickness of printing paper. This makes them 

more sturdy and less prone to crinkling, compared to printing paper. This 

type of flyers is often used when the costs have to be kept low because 

they’re to be handed out to a large number of people.

Flyers for trade shows

A 170 gsm flyer is often called a business flyer. This name is given to the 

170 gsm because many customers order these flyers for usage at a trade 

show or fair. 170 gsm paper is 2 x as thick as printing paper, and the 

sturdiness of this flyer makes it impervious to crinkles to an large extent, 

which gives the flyer a professional look and feel!

Hospitality and retail promotion

250gsm flyers are mainly used in the hospitality and retail industries. 

These are 3x as thick as printing paper and therefore feel nice and robust, 

so are a popular choice when you want to provide a luxury feel.

Long living premium flyers

400gsm flyers are the thickest option, and can be compared 

in thickness to a postcard. This paperweight is saved for the most 

important of messages, when you want to give the impression that this is 

something to keep a hold of, and not a throw-away flyer.

Paper finishes

Ok so now you have your paperweight sorted, what finish should you 

choose? Here we have an easy way to make your choice and ensure your 

printed flyers are looking at their best!

Mostly visuals & some text – Go with gloss, it has a nice shiney finish which 

will make your images look their best and the text will also be easily 

readable.

Mostly text & some visuals – Go with matt, as this will make your text 

easily readable, without too much of a distracting shiny reflection

A guide to types of paper

Whether you’re printing a batch of flyers to promote an upcoming event or creating a brochure to showcase your range of products, the type of 

paper you choose matters. 

With a wealth of choice available, we’ve simplified things and collated the most popular paper types into one list. Discover why they’re widely used, 

what their characteristics are and how they’ll add to your promotional push.

Different types of paper available

To help your business decide what paper to use for your printing project, here are the most commonly used types at Solopress:

Bond paper

Originally, this was the paper of choice for important documents such as government bonds. Now it’s also used for promotions as it’s a strong and 

durable paper. 

Made from rag pulp, resulting in a high-quality feel and finish, bond paper is ideal for creating luxury printed materials. It’s also good at holding ink, 

which is why it’s frequently used for envelopes, letterheads, reports and other documents. Bear this in mind if you’re looking for a robust paper 

which still retains its visual impact when written on.

Silk paper

Silk paper sits between gloss and matt on the paper type spectrum. It retains gloss’ smooth finish, minus the shine, and shares matt’s softness but 

with a silkier coating. This luxury coating makes it ideal for book pages, flyers and magazines. It’s not just a premium choice though – it’s equally as 

popular for leaflet and poster printing as well.

Pulp paper

When shortlisting greener printing options, pulp paper is a fantastic place to start. Produced using recycled paper pulp, it’s rough to the touch with 

an uncoated finish – giving it a rustic feel.

As its kind to the environment, pulp paper is a popular choice for companies who are eco-conscious about their printing. If you’re looking to increase 

your printed output but want to minimise your carbon footprint, this is the option for your business.

Brown kraft paper

Continuing the eco-friendly theme, brown kraft paper is 100% recycled and ideal for attracting the attention of your customer base.

With a natural, vintage-like quality, it’s used by many businesses operating in outdoor industries for their printing.

When brown kraft paper is combined with bold designs, the end results are quite stunning. The contrasts between graphics, text and the darker 

shade of paper can produce an impressive effect.

Gloss paper

If you want to produce images and text in brilliant colour and perfect sharpness, gloss paper ensures a crystal-clear end product. With a shiny finish, 

it’s great for brochure printing, where product images will be centre stage. Alongside this, gloss paper can also be written on, meaning it’s ideal for 

catalogues where customers will be making notes.

The types of paper available for different printed materials

There’s a paper for every kind of printed promotion, but some are better suited for different purposes. The following table includes some of the most 

popular products available at Solopress and the perfect paper choice for each of them:

Printing type Best paper type Ideal paper weight (gsm)

Brochures Gloss 130 (inside pages)

Business cards Matt 400

Calendars Silk 130

Envelopes Bond 80

Flyers Silk 130

Greeting cards Gloss 350

Posters Gloss 170

The above table is a good reference to use when your business is looking to print marketing materials with Solopress. We offer a huge selection of 

paper types across our wide product range – so why not consider Solopress for your next printing project?

From <https://www.solopress.com/blog/print-inspiration/choosing-the-right-paper-a-guide-to-types-of-paper-solopress/> 
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Mostly text & some visuals – Go with matt, as this will make your text 

easily readable, without too much of a distracting shiny reflection

Very visual – Go for high gloss. Super eye-catching and will bring your 

visuals to life with a luxury look.

Scribbleable  – Would it be handy if your flyer can be written on? Maybe its 

a form you would like to be filled out? In this case our writable uncoated

paper is the perfect choice!

Not every paperweight can be selected in every finish, but a little tip, 

250gsm is available in all four! All of our flyers can be found on the flyer 

page. Got any questions? Contact us, we’d love to help!

From <https://www.helloprint.co.uk/blog/paper -types-for-flyers/> 

A Beginner’s Guide to Creating Gate Fold Flyers in Adobe InDesign

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn

Pinterest11

Gate fold flyers are simple and effective as marketing materials. Learn the basic 

process of creating one in Adobe InDesign as we walk beginning designers 

through this easy step-by-step tutorial.
A gate fold flyer is a simple yet effective method for marketing a business or event. Inexpensive to print, this versatile fl yer design uses just one 
sheet of letter-sized paper.

Here you’ll learn how to create an adaptable gate fold flyer template in Adobe InDesign. I’ll also show you how I put togethe r a food-themed 
design for the flyer, which makes the most of the conceal -and-reveal format of the gate fold.

Suitable for beginners to Adobe InDesign, this tutorial is a great quick introduction to basic print design techniques.

By Grace Fussell | December 10, 2018

From <https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/gate-fold-flyer-adobe-indesign> 
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